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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements are true about the RMAN validate database
command?
A. It checks the database for interblock corruptions.
B. It can detect corrupt spfiles.
C. It can detect corrupt block change tracking files.
D. It can detect corrupt pfiles.
E. It checks the database for intrablock corruptions.
Answer: B,E
Explanation:
Block corruptions can be divided Into Interblock corruption and
intrablock corruption. In intrablock
corruption. the corruption occurs within the block itself and
can be either physical or logical
corruption. In interblock corruption, the corruption occurs
between blocks and can only be logical
corruption.
(key word) * The VALIDATE command checks for intrablock
corruptions only. Only DBVERIFY
and the ANALYZE statement detect Interblock corruption.
VALIDATE Command Output &gt; List of Control File and SPFILE.
File TYPE &gt; SPFILE or Control File.
Status &gt; OK if no corruption, or FAILED If block corruption
is found.
Blocks Failing &gt; The number of blocks that fail the

corruption check. These
blocks are newly corrupt.
Blocks Examined &gt; Total number of blocks in the file.
Oracle' Database Backup and Recovery User's Guide
12c Release 1 (12.1) - 16 Validating Database Files and Backups

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which of the following is the BEST model to deploy managed
in-house applications?
A. Company web server
B. Email attachments
C. Cloud storage service
D. Enterprise application store
Answer: D
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Answer: C
Explanation:
How do I encrypt Amazon RDS snapshots?
The following steps are applicable to Amazon RDS for MySQL,
Oracle, SQL Server, PostgreSQL, or MariaDB.
Important: If you use Amazon Aurora, you can restore an
unencrypted Aurora DB cluster snapshot to an encrypted Aurora
DB cluster if you specify an AWS Key Management Service (AWS

KMS) encryption key when you restore from the unencrypted DB
cluster snapshot. For more information, see Limitations of
Amazon RDS Encrypted DB Instances.
Open the Amazon RDS console, and then choose Snapshots from the
navigation pane.
Select the snapshot that you want to encrypt.
Under Snapshot Actions, choose Copy Snapshot.
Choose your Destination Region, and then enter your New DB
Snapshot Identifier.
Change Enable Encryption to Yes.
Select your Master Key from the list, and then choose Copy
Snapshot.
After the snapshot status is available, the Encrypted field
will be True to indicate that the snapshot is encrypted.
You now have an encrypted snapshot of your DB. You can use this
encrypted DB snapshot to restore the DB instance from the DB
snapshot.
https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/knowledge-center/encryptrds-snapshots/
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